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For many research and audit purposes, it is not practical.or`possible
to collect data on all the cases in the-population under `study 1..-t only

ct

on sone fractional part called.a samOle. A &ample is. chosen t represent

the total population from which it is drawn.. If properly constructed,
sample characteristics Can provide the basis for making'valid statistical
inferences' about the total population,

Sampling is not the sole province of statisticians, but o'ccurs.in
`hundreds of ways tn everyday ;life.. 'The cook samples soup to "correct the

seasoning; The elementary school teaFhirfluizzes, students on a sample of

arithmetic problems to. deterimine the students' overall Mathematical
abilities. The political pollster samples the electorate to predict the

outcomes of elections.

4'
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Virtually every tivilion of the Office of_Student Financial

AsSStance employs, data based*-statisticil samples. (However, three,,

:grou s within OSFA. are particularly frequent users 'of sample data. These

three grOups are audit and program reviewers in the DiviSion of
.

Certi fcation and. Program Review (DCPR) and project officers, managers

and 4101grain'Specialits in a variety of divisions.

The DCPR audit reviewers are recipients ofsampling baSed audit data

which they review, analyze and Summarize for reports. In additions' they

a!"aftert called :upon to defend' their understanding of the data,When.
A.

recipient institutions challenge audit findings. These tasks require the

ability...to develop popUlation estimates from sample data and a basic

understinti6, of statistical sampling and its 'application to program

auditing.

Each year DCPR conducts hundredi of program reviews at recipient

institutions. 'During the course of the reviews, a selection of cases at

each institution ate examined for compliance with. program procedures'.

Althoygh, in general, formal statistical procedures are not employed in

selecting cases for examination; program reviewers could,benefit from a

basic knowledge of statistical sampling techniques. Such knowledge would

permit reviewers to employ `statistical sampling procedures-where if

appropriate as well as to advise institutions on methods of conducting. -1

internal reviews.

.

-Project officerscmanagers and program specialists comprise the

thixd group of frequent sample data user's. The sampling needt of membdrs

9f this grOup are-lest speiialized and. mare'leneral.tivin those of the

other two groups. Coma n, tasks requiring knowledge of statistical

sampling include: designing Samples for quality checks; selecting samples

of students and/or institut.ions for research ttudies; and reviewing

sampling'plant and.sample data submitted by contractors.

--USItiG iliE

This manual'is designed to address:the statistical sampling needs of

the groups listed above and OSFA as a whole. Because almost all

potential users of this manual are not statisticians, mathematical
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expositton and technical language have been kept to minimum. The

mangai,concentedates on explaining, in clear and nonmathematical language, *

the issues raised in samplIng, the utility of sample data, and methods of

calculjting required sample sizes and d-making population estimates from
ct

sample data. Manual chapters have inensweitten so that, to the maximum

extent possible, each chapter stands by itself. This format allows use

of the manual both as a reference source and as a self-teaching .

intribduction to .sampling. ,A

The manual isdivided into two primary sections. The first section,

chapters one, two, 614 three, introduce the Advantages-and dfsadvantages

of .sof terminology of sampling, and the major. types of ,

samples. The focus of these chapters is conceptual, not mathematical.

Thee second section, chapters four and five and appendices A, B, anh

introduce the statistics of sampling in several different, and largely

independent ways. Chapter 4, Computing SampleStatistics, contains a

Sertes of forms to aid in calculating a variety,of common sample

statist. cs. Chapter 5, APPlicatiOns of Sampling to Student Financial

Aid, Oki examples of statistical sampling uses in OSFA and illustrates

the use of the forms contained in chapter 4. Appendix A, kntroduction to.

Sample Statistics, is an optional resource for those who want a basic

' introduction to the mathematics of 'sampling. Appendix B summarizes :basic~

sampling formulas and symbols. Ftnallyl_for those who would-like a

fuller explanation of sampling statistics or 'more 'advanced or specialized

statistical information, Appendix C presents a short annotated

bibliography.

THE ADVANTAGES AND DISADVANTAGES OF SAMPLING

In many cases, drawing a statistical 'sample has a wide range of

potential advantages over examination of the entire population under

study.

. . Reduced ..cost s. For marly_Of the needs of. CLSFA, auditors
'peogram reviewers it is'not practical or possible to examine'.
all the student files'. in an inqtitution under review.- In-such
cases a sample of student aid files can often produce the

0
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necessary information at a fraction of the cost of a 100%

all recipients would_be prohibitively4expeiisive;

Greater accuracy through better -quality control. When ,a smaller
number of records Is being reviewed, data collection analysis

controlled than might be psible in a review of all the

review. Simflarly OS EA researchers Cab. often statistically

recipients on the basis of sample data when a complete census of

and summarization may be more carefully supervised anpossible

describe the total popuiition of student financial assistance

Reguced Respondent Burden. Sampling allows for shorter reviews I

with 100% reviews.
and less dTsturbance of reviewed agencies than would be possible

.

,

.

documeots required in .a 100%. review.
,

Greater range-of 'information obtainable. Sampling permits the
r=esearcher, auditor, or program reviewer' to examine, a, wider

, range of topics than would'senerally, be practical if a 100%
review were required for every topic addressed:.

k

Faster reporting of results. The time requited for data
collection and summarization can be greatly reduced through the
use of sampling.

The. use of sampling', however, is not always appropriate, or ,without

difficulties.- The primary .reasons for not using sampling are:
$

Sampling results in incomplete knowledge. By 'its very nature,
sample -data can only, ppoduce estimates of population
characteristics.. For example, rare a sample of student
financial aid records, it is possible to -estimate the total
dollar amount of student aid overpayments=ri not possible,
hOwever, to determine the. exact dollar amount of overpayment or
Which students received overpayments and-which did not.

AI Sam lin introduces potential bias. When a sample is not
. correc y cons ruc e conclusions based on-the sample can..
be biased. For:' example, the. famous Literary Digest poll that
predicted Alf Landon would defeat Franklin Roosevelt for
president in 1936 reached the wrong conclusion because of a
faulty sampling technique. individuals the sample polled were
selected out of telephone directories. In 1936, telepholip
subscribers were among tht more prosperous' of the voting
population and; as a group, predominantly supported the
Republican Landon. % ,

.lin 'roduces oni a, 4 re ate statistics. If information is
ne=, -. or every v a n e popu a .n, sampling is
iPaPOPPrtge..,

10



Sampling can be lnapproprtate when studying,small populations
nder 100 case's when .the nurser of files to be reviewed,

records to e au ited or popUlation to be studied,' are small
.enough it may become logistidal3y and 'administratively simpler
not to sample and to do a complete review.

In sunmary, sainpliii`g can be a useful tool for reduciny,review, audit
nd research costs, and respondent borden;, fOr maintalning high .quality

c trol; for expanding the .scope of research; and fors speeding the .

rep'' ting of results. however, is 'not appropriate when exatt
knowl ge of a. population characteristic is required' or when- inforTition
is need for individual cases in the papultition. Faulty sampling 'can

produce b sed ftecause simpling introduces Certain
ComOiCation in audits,' program review and research efforts, its
advanftages do of always outweigh its disadvantages. This ,is
particularly'tru= when studying small populations.

JUDGMENTAL AND STATISTICAL SAMPLING

4

Once the decision has' been malle to sample, it must be decided whither
forinal, Statistical 'sampling proCeduret should be followed in, constructing
the sample. There .are two primary typeS ofsamplet:" Judgmental (or

purposive) and statistical (or probability). For at judgmental s
cases, are chosen for study on the bag* of the seleatOrrs knowleil
'experience.. For't statistical sample, one or another variation,,of, random
SelIction is employed in choosing cases for,study..- In Chapter 3 the
major types of. judgmentaq and statistical sadipies are reviewed. Here the

more general Oue%tion of the relative advantages and disadvantages of

statistical sampling versus judgmental sampling 'Is discussed.

-1-- JUDGMENTAL SAMPLING

Jud9nental simplino can be an efficient, method of locating cases' of
,

71 :. interest. For example, a program reviewer may have learned from..._........... ,

._experieoce_tpsi_Prictdural.. errors Are_..nore/.11kely, tote found .in_ thick; ..

.
..

dog-eared files. than in thin,. clean .files. The refore g in:A-review- to
ditcover sirhether procedural errrslxist, selecting only thick dog -eared,

.

files may be 'mttre- efficient 'than. stittistical- sampling.

J

11



Judointal sampling can be mare. efficient t),ar statistical sampling, .

in desciibitig a population on the basis of very small samples.' ROtearch
has shiikin judgmental sample selection is most effective when the Sample
is small (eight Or less);. when the population sampled is small .and..
visible: or known to the selector; and when the selector hlas,gi.eat and
provenskill in this .arts

Judgmental samples can involve fewer gomplicAtions' than statistical
'sampling, Judsynental sampltng can eliminate.elaborate statistical
sampling procedur4 and analysis.

f
STATISTICAL SAMOLING

Statistical sampling is superior to judgmental.sampling in a number
of .teryo.invortant ways. 'Results of statistical sampling, are objective
and defensible. Because statistical sampling rests' on demonstrable',
mathematical principles, the results are objective and -defensible before
reviewers; recipients, and even courts. Questions of bias or bad
judgment which can be raised againit judgmental samples can be eliminated
throdgh statistical sampling.

;
Results of statistical sampling provide a sound basis for drawing

inferences about the total Fvulation from which the sam le was.dravii..
'For example, examination of a statistical sample of student aid files in
a-uhiVersity could proVide the basis for estimating" the total number of
aid overpayments in that university. in contrast, a jUdgiental sample of
thick or dog-eared-files, while it might be efficient in locating
particula;..ei-rors, coulinot-serve as the basis for estimating the total
number or size of-erors. This is because judgriental samples violate the
statistical principles which make, possible projections from assample toa
total population.*

Statistioal sampling provides an estimate of sampling error. For
judgmehtal, samples there is no waf of know* vdriether two different,
amples are likely to produce thewsame or widely divergent. results.

re 11 'also no methodof determinfng howsiample results are likely to
are with The results that would be obtained from a 100 percent review

. of all cases in the population. Statistical sampling, hdvever, produces
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e es of sampling error. For example, if a si-Ht.le random statistical
*SAW) of*'200 loan records out of 2,000, -student loans made by a single
ldrider found 20 of the loans delinquent, it would be possible 'gyp estimate

..

*that
0
the chances are 95 lea-.100 that the total.number of deliriquenti

01
.

'loans for the lender would be sometthere between
.

121 and 279. (Chapter 46 ,
presents an explanation of how such estimates are calculated.)

Statistical sampling provides an objective means of deterthining
necessary sample size to meet program review,, audit or tesearch
purposes. Returning to the previous example, asSume that the Federal
reviewer determined that if is necessary to estimate the number of
delinquent loans for the lender within a range of plus or 1111 nti S 50_
loans. T'6 achieftithis level of .accuracyl.it is possible to determine in
advance the necessary' IcKnimtiM,, sample size of 433 eases. -"'

Statistical samylinj results may b'e combined yand evaluated even when

onducted indifferent locatiops and by different individual;. As an

example, results of statistical, sample-based audits, independently
conductid by different auditors.," on vari s campuses of a single
university system, can easily be combinei analyzed' to ,prodigee

estimates:for an entire university system. Because procedures for

selecting judgmental samples !inevitably vary Crwaucitior to. audittir and,
from circumstance t circumstance the results of, judgmental seldom can be

OS

Staitstical' sampling is flexible enough to incorporate Most of the
Is, advantages of ,udgmental samplina. Statistical samples ,can be tailored

to particular needs and circonstances in a great variety of ways which
,allow incorporation of the auditor's, program re;lelers or researcher's
knowledge and experience. If, for example, a program reviewer has
advance knowledie.pit thick files were yre likely to coqtain errors, a
stratified statisticcal sampling meth could be deVeloped which giVes

thick files a hi** likelihood ot,being selected than thin files. Such

let* ilailik,,iiicorpoitzte the advantages. of _judgmental sampling
utile ,a&rant es' of. statistical ; sampling.
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The choice between judgmentat.and statistical sampling st be made
On a cue by case 'basis. Judgmental sampling is effecti've hen the

*ample and the, population s\ampled ere .very small and visible'or well,
3 nownt0 the selector and the Selector has skill andexperience in
drawing such samples. Statistical sampling is superior.where objective,
defensible'resulis are requfred or where projections to the total
population are to be made or where the sample size is twenty-five or
larger.. Iw orAt cases, the advaotagesoof statistical .and judgmental
sampling can be combined by tailoring. statistical sampleVto particular
circumstances and needs.

NO,

lo
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a

Statistical sampling has its own special language. The language is

composed of common English words which are given special meanings,

letters from the Roman and the Greek alphabets and mathematical

notation: Although, at first view, t!lis language can be inttmidating,

the basic underlying concepts are very straightforward. This section

introduces the basic language and concepts of samPling.

V



POPULATION AND SAMPLE

The dictionary's first definition of population, is all the people in

a country or region. In statistics,' he term population is utedmuch

re broadly to mean the total.set of items, persons, files etc. from

tch Omple is.taken. Itenshich compose a populatiOn could be

ins vidual stOdents,,receiptslples,uniVersitieS, fileiOr int.other

set o entities:to. be studied. A .samplOs.any:oortion of the population

selected to be Studieil.

A. in unit is a selected item:orAcase frai or about:which-

information is sought.., It is often possible for the sampling unit to be.

defihed a_ntimbet0 diffeent ways in the same area of studY.7f0t

example.An:an audit of Student:financial aid,sampling unit could be

defined as the individual recipient or as .each financial aid award.

A measure which describes a population is called `parameters For

example, if the population unler study:is:A.yearsi BEOG awards. in.a

particular university, the number of awards, the total dollar amount of

Awards, and4theiaverage amount of the awards- in the university could' all:

.be Parameters. A statistic is character!stic df a sample.. If'''We:Werc

to draw a sample of BEOG awards in'the:unpersity,-the number of awards

in the sam4le, the total dollar value of:the:lample viardvant,the

average dollar value. of,tample.awardsare all statistics. When we make

generalizations about a population.on the basis of data, we are

using statistics to estimate parametert. To help maintain the

distinction between parameters and statistits,:iireeicletters such as

O:, and 7 are generally used to 'denote parameters and lowercgse Ronan

letters to denote sample statistics. Table A7 on ,page A9 sumarizes

the ,basic symbols and formulas used in statistical sampling,

4
SAMPLING ERROR

Estimates of population parameters' can be ,calculated frolVampling

--statistits. By its -very^naturCiample.dati-tahOrOduce' orlY -esttiates

of population parameters; For example; fromj sample of student aid

.10



files in a university! it is possible to estimate the percent of,

procedural discrepanciCs in tho total univeriity. It is not possible to

determine the exact number of files containing procedural discreliancies

in the university. This means that sample -based estimates of population

Characteristics are always subject to error. .Salipling,error is judged in

two waysbias and reliability or precision.

A biased sampling scheme-is one which, on repeated trials, produces

average estimates a pispulation characteristic-Whi6 differs from the

true value. An instance of a biased sample would be selection of cases

that an auditor has advance reason to believe have overawards.

Trojecting.the results of sucha.sample to the total population of grant

recipients would tend to systematically overestimate the average dollar

amount of overawards.

The second major tylle of sampling error is,due to limitations in

sample renability or precision. Very small samples are particillarly..

prone to low reliability. For example, a random sample of 5 student

files used to estimate the total amount Of student loan overawards in a

large university would not be biased because it wouldlot systematically

under or ovfrestimate the true amount of dverawardS.'t-UCh a-simple

would, howev r, have a very low-reliability in that additional samples of

five student-files are likely to produce very different population

estimates.

The difference between. bias and reliability can be' illuttrated by

considering the performance ©f four gunt, A! B, C4 and. D, Each gun has

been fired itatarget twenty time,, The resulting patterns of. hits and

misses is shown in Figure 2.1.

A-
11
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Gun A, has very loci reliability in that its shots4are spread all over the
target. However, yun-A, is not biased in that its aim is not
systematically` low or high or off to the right or left. Gun 8 has both

low reliability .and high bias because there fs a wide spread of its shots
and, on the average, its aim is low and to the right. Gun- C has high

reliability; its shOts all fall in a very limited area. However, its aim
is biased high and to the left. Only gun 0 has both high reliability and

no bias as sho4r by the fact that all the shots are very close-to the
center of the target.

o

POINT AND INTERVAL ESTIMATES

When sample data is used to prodUce a single estimate of a population

parameter the estimate is known 'as a point estimate. Sample based,

single value estimates of the number of procedural Afiscrepanciiilin

student aid files, the average level of overawards, and the number of

delinquent loans are all examples of point estimates. Because

sample-based estimates are inherently subJect to a certain error, point

estimates seldom exac106 match the parameter which they are used to:

esttnate. Therefore, it-is a common praitice,to make interval estimates

as well as a point estimate of a parameter.

An interval estimate is one which specifies 4 range of values rather

than a single value. To so that the number of procedural errors falls

between 120 and 150 or .hat the rate of delinqueft loansdfs 4 percent

plus sor minus 2 ,pircent9 or that the average amount of BEOG is $500 plus

or -minus $609 is to make an interval estimate.

CONFIDENCE INTERVALS, CONFIDENCE LIMITS, AND CONFIDENCE LEvgLs

An interval estimate. of a population parameter is cilled a ,confidence,

interval and the end points of the interval: are know) as ,confidende

limits. To understand ho.w statistician's usethese terms, it is necessary
to "deftne an "additional lefm-;;Confititinde .16461 the
level oftprobability associated with an Sttervar estimate; it is an
indicator of the degree of certainty that the particular method of

13
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estimating the confidence interval will produce an estimate which
includes the true_ population value. The higher the cortfidetce level
associated with, an interval estimate, the more certainty there is that
the method of estimation will produce an estimate containing the true
value. As an example, if we were to say "On the basis of a random sample
of 400 cases, with a 95 percent confidencec level, the number of
delinquent loans` for a lender falls between 45 'and 55 percent," what we
would be arguing is that if repeated samples of 400 cases each were drawn
from the .same population, 95 percent of the estimated confidence . "

amp intervals would contaitt the true percent of delinquent student loans.
The point to remember is that the confidence level refers to gie
procedure used in draiving the sample and in esVotating the Afidence
interval rather than to any particular interval. Therefore, it is an
error to make such statements as "The probability is 95 percent that the
percent of delinquent loans is between 45 and 55 percent."

. SUMMARY

This completes our introductioeIo the language'.
Statistical sampling, of course, incliidet manymore
reviewed in this ehapter. However, the basic terms
are sufficient for understanding the advantages and
various sampling designs reviewed in Chapter 3; and
sampling formulas introduded in Chapter 4.

14
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There are many types of samples. No tingle type is superior in all

circumstances. This chapter discusses the major opti6s the researcher,

auditar and Program reviewer have in constructing,a sample. The major

types of sampleA are defined, one or more examples of each are given and

advantages and disadvantages of each type are discussed. For two of the

most coMmontypes'Of samples, simple random and systematic, sections are

included on how to construct the sample. The types of-samples presented

are not mutually exclusive; they can be combined in various ways. It

possible, for example, to draw a multi-stage, stratified, cluster,

sequentiai, dollar-unit,*-discovery sample.

S
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Simple Random Sampling

Definition: If a sample is draw from a population in such a way
that every possiple sample containing the same numbery
of cases has the sage chance of being selected, the
sampling procedure is called isimyle.random_simpling.
The most cannon wax,of drawing a simple random sample

is to assign all cases in "a population a-number and
them select cases by the use of a random number table.

gxample: After a program.review by Qiflef a large univeri4was
required to conduct a sample-based audit of NDSL, SEOG

and MS awards. It was determined ,that to give a
confidence level of 95 percent and areliabilityof
+ 2 percent, assuming a irate of error in the records
of not over 2 percent, a minimum sample size of 137
per program was necessary. To obtain at least 137
students in NDSL, SEOG and CWS1,1 Vital sainple.of 300

student aid recipients was draw from the university's
financial aid computer file using a random number
table. In the resulting sample there were 163 CWS
recipients, 169 BEOG recipients.and 160 NOS!.

recipients: In this case, a single sample was able to
serve the multiple purposes of reviewing awards in
three programs.

Advantages: Simple `random sampling produces unbiased estimates of

population parameters and the results are 'the easiest
to analyze.ofall statistical sampling methods.

pisadvantases: Simple random sampling requires a complete listing of
.all cases in the population sampled and, in general,
is less precise, given a fixed sample size, than
stratified sampling:

16
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Use of a rindom table numb er' to dr"aw a same le random sail Ili *: The most
cannon meXhod of drawing a random sample is through
use of a random number table. -,rables c;f7raiidom

. I,
numbers are created in, such a way that the integers of

-0 through 9 all hve an equal probability of oicurring
in any position on the table. digits appear on .a
page in a random 'fashion, Tabl 3.1, which follows,
is an example of a randcin number table.

To illustrate use of this table, we will draw a simple
randein sample' of` 50 students from a population of 735
student aid recipients at a particylar university.
F.i;Ast$ we take the list of student atid recipients and
number them from 001 to 735. Second, $tie select a

starting point on the table. To do so, I simply
'closed my eyes and Stabbed the table with my pencil.
The first try missed the table altogether. ,The.second
try landed on. the '1' underlined .on the table. Since

we need three-digit numbers- (001 to 735), we will
consider the it' to be the first digit and the '2', and
'6' digits directly following it to be the second and
third digits. The first numbir is therefore 11201..
Sostudent number '120' is 'selected for inclusion in
the sample. We then read down the column to find. the
next saMple Member (366). Reading do*. thescolumn we
select '519', 147'9 and '321'. However, then we come

to '827'. Because 827 is not a number-on our student
list we skip it and continue down-the column Until- we
cow to the next three number between 001 and
735 inclusi e.

We continue down, the three-digit zolumn silecting
eligible numbers, then shift to the next columns of
digits reading as far as necessary to draw a sample of
50 students. -Table 3.2 includes the actual nit of 50
eligible random three-diiit numbers selectfd.

17



TABLE 3. RANDOM NUMBERS

. 61 81 17. 50 68 00 35 10 30 90 59 71 09 95' 01 14
78 95' 64 65 24 82 14 05 27 63 33 96 10 41 8$ 70
84 28 44 68 07 47 21 .47 56 .111 32 87 28 40 40 50
92 33. 63 98 99 22 09 21 97 18 10 03 79 46 17 13
15 79 '75 50 29 36 12 ..-47 63 39 02 47 57 02 97 17

80 '16 09 75. 22 28 35 25 53 57 72 64 09 98 63 '50
68 20 33 03 43 73 80 96 21 13 97 61 37 35 77
55 26 85 04 30 60 68.10 73 53 89 35 58 45 83 23
60 00 37 51 42 '89 52 . 32 46 00 57 02 71 97 4L 16
59 69 31 20 16 37 66 34 99 76 07 23 40 85 , 64 91.'
84" 42 3.1 r6 ,58 54 17 16' 45 73 67 20 09, 27 90 96
57 46 65 19. 78 34 57 12. Z7 45 '54 65 17 17 30 90

_ 78 17 51 47 69 22 41 01 99 66 46 '00 '28 21' 74
27 66 33 .21 49 11 24 15 .33 70 06 95- 04 67 .98 56
82 54 98 27 81 86 77 35 137 56 32 72 . ..60 90 26 75-
33 06 . 79 71 73 57 . '96 74 85 94 36 97 87 79 82 00

'77 94 61 11 69 ,61 78 78 ,36 51 45 21 82 94, 39 22
87 15 49 66 56 55 34 99 05 26 45 35 59 83' 55 47
24 98 52 -45 79 85 15 67 *32 21 29 94 .98 90 02 27
05. 66 15 23 83 66 24 98 06 75 ,60 69 64 26 58 24.
84 90 70 29 01 .36 90 78 56 .40 61. 00 58 40 75 37
49 50 30 71 $7 38 70 10 .80 71 12 54 60 76 62 413
27 53 04 78 -61 85 56 15 71 76 .25 31 96 39
56 17 07 83 96 29 88 39 .67 86 -9$ 23 95 03 82 62
41 67 - 05 42 29 f 18 34 76.: 71 82 04 81 82 63 00. 23

4
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TABLE 3.2: SELECTED SAWLE CASES,

ummuirommorimmorm:ponopmmionime.

120
356
519
147
327
111
Z45
523
029

,071

547 163
542 585
680 692 .

4911"
074 735
293
222'
43T 813'
3Q6 047
42$ pi

4

035 124
214 .677
7211 . 178
209 534
612 515
380 624
068 690
417 510
457 .405
241 14:7

.

rS
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When we examine the list of 50 numbers, we 'see that
the number 147 has been' draw twice. For -a sirrple
random samples the technically correct procedure in
such cases is to count the data collected from student
nwnber 1471wice in the analysis. ,This procedure is
called sampling with replacement.. In actual practice,
mist resea.rchers simply draw additiorraT cases until
they reach the desireci sample siie.and.count each case
once <in the'analysis. This procedure is called
sampling 4ithout replacement.

4
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StratifiidamPl'ing

stratified samplek,:is.one-obtained by separating the
population into nonoVerlapping. groups Called strata
and-then selecting a simple randoth sample from each
stratum.

For a' review of NDSI. loant made by a major lender, the
.reviewer divided the -population of loans into two
primary strata; loam to students currently in school
and loins to students who, are no longer In school.
The second stratum wasfurther subdivided into--loam

' in the grace period, loans that have been repaid,
delinquent loans, and loans in the process of
repayment. From each of the resulting five strata, a
simple random sample wasfdraWn, and the selected cases
were reviewed. This procedure guaranteed the

reviewers an adequate number of loans within, each
stratum to make objective statement,s.about me*ers of
the 'stratum and.make projections to the total.
population of loans.

Stratified saMpling produces unbiased population
estimates and it is more precise than slople random

. samgling given a fixed :sample .size. Stratified:
sampling introduces.a great deal of flexibility Into
statistical smiling. Mothers of groups of special
interest can be .giVen a higher probability of being
sampled 'than' members of groups of low interest. The

selector's prior knowledge can be incorporated in the
sample design.

Advantages:

.e.

DIsadvantaies : Stratified. samplAng r quire....-.adv.aince, inowledge_of.:_the

proportion of the population in each stratum;
otherwise, the preciiion of the sample is decreased.
Ifditsts of cases in each stratum are .not available,
sttatified sampling may not be possible.



Definition:

Example:

Cluster Sampling

A cluster sample is a simple _random sample in which

the sampling units are Collections, or clusters of

cases.

. For a.review of the 'PS' program in, auniVersItys'fa:

team :of program reviewers sampled. work -study time

sheets by:selecting :thrge' week. s:at fanclook:Od then
reviewing all the'Aime sheets 'for eacile the three

weeks selected. Because the time sheetswere selected

in groups rather, than individually this sampling

method is called cluster sampling. Cluster Sampling

is commonly used when the population to be sampled IS-

dispersed ,over a wide geographical area.1 For example,

to redOce travel costs for a follow-up study of

student loan defaults, Several cities-and towns were

selected at random and then loan recipients sampled

within J
the..selected. areas.

Advantages: -Clutter-saMples prodUce uribiated estimates

Population parameters. They-require a :listing of only

those cases Included in the selected clusters. In

man; ciicumiiances cluster sampling is more

cost-effective than other methods. For personal

interview surveys conducted over a wide area, travel

costs can often be substantially reduced by

clustering, tihen.complete population lists are not

avai labler clustering can reduce costs in- sample

selection,

Disadvantages, Clustering generally produces . less precise population

'estimates given a fixed sample size, than simple random

----7-Tor stratified -sampli-iiv-it lisually--rot -pissible to .
:determine:in advance" the minimum sample size required

to achie4e,a predetermined level of preciSion.

Computation of population estimates from cluster

samples can be quite .Complex..
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Systematic (Interval) Sampling.

Definition: Systematic sampling is a method of selection whereby
sample cases are drawn from a population at some fixed
interval but where the starting case is selected at
random.

Exam le: For an audit of BEOG awards an auditor determined that
a minimum sample of 100 ,awards was necessary. The

university being audited had a validation roster
containing 1,172. The audit reviewer divided 1,172 by
100 to obtain 11.72, which he rounded down to the
minter 11. Selecting the random number of 3 as a,
starting point, he selected for review the 3rd name on
the validation roster, 'the '14th name (3 + 11), the
25th name (14.-+ 11) and so on until he had workid
through the entire list.

Often systematic samples are the eat type to
construct. They do not require a complete listing of
all cases. In mast circumstances, when the cases are
ordered at random, or in. alphabetical order, the
resulting sample is unbiased. Certain methods of
ordering cases such as date, of loan or size'of loan,
can introduce implicit stratification into the Sample
and thereby increase precision.

*

Disadvantages: Systematic sampling is not usable when cases are
missing from the files or records. Periodic ardpring
of files or "records can introduce bias into systematic
simpling. For example, if' a. particular record system
added a new file for _every work day, any systematic
sampie _of the_files, which had t5. as a -factor of its-
sampling interval would result in. selection of cues
all from the' same day of the week.

Advantages :'

C.
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1
-Drawing a systematic sample from filing cabinets: If the program under

review can provide access to filing cabinets
containing the files of all student aid recipients,
systematic sampling from the filing cabinets may be
appropr I ate.

Procedures for sampling from filing cabinets

Determine.Ae total .number of student aid
recipients -

Using form .c on page 4A determine the
minimum necessary sample Size

Divide line 1 by line 2

Line Number

(1)

Truncate line 3 to an 'integer (For example,
if line 3 equals 17.7' write 17' on line 4)

Sampling Interval.

Employing Table 3.1.on page 15 select a
random number between 0 and 9

Random Number

n

Nit

. .

Using Table 3.3 below select estarting number.

Start with the top drawer of the first filivg cabinet. Count
file folders until you get to the starting number line 6.
Select this case for review.

Starting with the last tile selected, count forward the n
of files specified by the sampling interval (line. 5). Se
the file obtained for review. .\

90, Repeat step 8 until you have worked your way thratgh-all th
files.



TABLE 3.3: RANDOM START FOR INTERVAL SAMPLING

SamP1ling
'Interval
(LIne

2 2 2 2
3. 2 1 2
4 1 2 4

# 5 4 2 4
6 6 5 3
7 St- 5 7

'8 5 6 8
9 7 5 6

10 - 11 6 5 1
12 - 13 7 1 6
14 - 16 9 1. 8
17 - 19 15 11 17
20.- 24 7 10 17
25 29 1 23 25
30 - 35 30 9 8
36 - 41 32 36 /15
42 - 49 25 37'. 12
50 - 57 18

4 g 1`58.- 69
70 - ,81 ,38 :- -1 14
82 - 99 -78 28 17

100+ 79 84 18

Number on Line 5

3 4 5 .6

111,

9.

1 1 2 2 2 1 2
3 2 2 1 2 2 3
2 1 3 1 1 1

''4
1

2 5 '4 3 1 1
1 5 AL 2 .6 3 2
5 4 4 2 _2 1 5
5 2 2 .5. 2_ 8 7
6 5 3 9 3 8 9
3 5 3 7 5 6 2

11 12 4 84.10 8 -4 9
8 3 10 2 5- 6' '12

11 6 17 6 5 10 3
14 9 5 7 4 5 8
'5 5 11 4 24 10 6
6 IT 19 21 29 )1 25

28 13 3 22 17 ../D 33
30 30 '38 26 31 9 11

14
15
3

31
6

8
35

24
31

17'
25

23
38

19 11 52 44 45 53 10
76 74 60 37 34 8 13
43 72 g4 15 33 59 11

44:4

Starting,Number * ' (6)

S.
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Dollar-Unit Sampling

Definition: When the sampling-unit is defined as. an hOividual

dollar rather than an individual loan, grant, etc.,

the sample, is called a dollar -unit sample.

Example: Sampling loans or accounts tends to give equal weight

to each loan or account. For many purposes, a one

hundred dollar loan should not be counted equally with

a ten thousand dollar loan. TMs is particularly true

%hen the goal of the Auditor 'or reviewer is to,

estimate dollar ana6ts of overpayments or

discrepancies. One solution ,to this problem Jsdollar

unit sampling. Rather than treating loans, grants.or

recipients as sampling cases, dollar unit sampling

uses the dollars involved as the sampling-unit. :As an

illustration, consider an audit review of a university

which administered 483 CWS awards totalling $724,500.

The university supplied the auditor with a list of

award recipients and-the dolldr'amount of each loan;

Because the awards varied greatly in amount, the

auditor decided to conduct a systematic, dolfar-unit

sample. Having determined, that ersample size-of 142

was necessary-ii her purposes, she divided 7240,500 by.,

142 to arrive at aisampling interval of 5102. She

then selected a random,starting point of.10:47 in the

first interval. ,

Working'her way,through the list of loans, she made.a

running table/of the amount of loans on the liSting

selecting for review the loan containing the 1847th

dollari, the 6949th dollars,. 11847 + 5102) the 120516

dollar (6949 +.5102) and so on. Using this metiwd of

sampling, eacikloan had aprobability of being

selected .dir'ectly proportional to its size. Thus

limn of $1000 hadtwite the chance of being silected

as a loan of- 3500.

26
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Advanta3es: .Dollareunit sampling produtes unbiased population

estimates. It produces more precise estimates of

.dollar amount populatilin parameters than loan, grant,

or recipient sampling given a fixed sample size. It

is an effective way of locating large errors clustered

in large accounts that are almost impossible to detect

by account sampling. Ffnally the probles of

converting error frequencies into dollar amounts for

PPPulatton prOjectiont are avoided.

Disadvantages: Dollar-unit samplingyroduces less precise estimates

of error-frequencies in a bopulation.than Thant grant,

or recipient. sampling given a fixed samopiesize. In

many cases, the data, on account size fiquired to draw

a dollar-unit sample are not available in advance.

P
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Sequential (Stop or Go) Sampling

Definition: In _qAseigeltiiLEatelia4 on:the:basis,ofa Minimum

initial sample, decisions are made as to whether it 1st.

netessiry to sample dditional cases, so,,what

type of cases should be sampled.

During a program review, a. team of reviewers drew a

minimum initial sample of SO student ftles from a

population 140187 student aidrecipients. From a

review of the initial sample theyfognd no errors in

(SEOG and NOSLawards' and grants.' However, they

discovered a 'substantial number 'of disirepancies in

CWS awards. On the basis of this information1 they

decided to terminate their audit of SEOG and NOSL and

to draw an additionalsample of SO CWS awards;

Advantages! Sequential sampling allows minimization of sample

size, does not require advance knowledge of population

distributions, allows modification of sample design to

ke.idvantage of knowledge gained-durini the previous

guence and adds flexibility to discovery sampling

designs.

Disadvantages: Sequential sampling may be very time consuming because

it requires that time sampling process,beperiodicallY

halted to analyze data gathered:

34



Definition :.

z

Adv1PMst

DiscovAry (Exploratory) Sampling

4

Discovery sampling is asampling design used to locate

examples, or establish a maximum rate for infrequent

occurrences. Discovery sampling is:4 method of giving

assurance to an auditor or -print." reviewer. that if .

.some critical eventfias.occurred With somt:Atni(num

frequency, the sample will contain at least one

.eXampltofithis event.

SuPpOse an auditor Wishedytd examine 20,000 grant

vOuchers forOossible-cases ofjraud. To assure that'

there were no cases 'offrau0e/she would,' of course,

be required to examine, all 20,000 vouchers, which

might.not be practical. One alternative:to a 100

percentreView would be to saniple.enoughcasev to

assure that if fraud did exist et above a certain

level or rate ;the audltor:WiThhavereasOnable

.tertaintiof 44-cOvering-atjeaSt one case. If2the

.auditor drew a randOm sample .of 300 vouchers, he could.

be,atOred at 'a 95 pertent confidencileVel, that if

fraud 'occurred' in .1 percent or more of the loans at

least one castofIraudwould beiricluded its the

sample.: Therefore., if an examination of the sample

Vouchers revealed no examples of fraud, the Auditor -1

could reasonably conclude:that:even if fraud did

occur, it occurred in' esi than 1 percent of the

loans. _Ditcovery sampling isoftenused with

seqUentialsampling. After review of theihitial

sample adecition is made concerning the need.for

valination of _additional. cases _

Olscoverysampling-is an effective method of

to Tithing Maximum rates fori:are:but significant

29
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Disadvantages: Discovery sampling. provides no basis for making

population estimates once a diScrepancy is discbvere

"therefore, it is most useful in conjunction with

sequential sampling. After an initial minimum sample

is^ drawn, sampling is stopped if no error is

discovered. The auditor or reviewer continues the

sampling if a disciepancy is 51iscovered,,

ti



Multi-Stage Sampling.

Definition: Multi-Stage sampling is a process of selecting a

sample in two or gore successive(and contingent, stages.

There is no complete listing of college students in

- the United States and therefore a simple random sample

of college students is not possible. One way to draw ....

a representative sample woulebe to first sample

colleges .which do have complete student rosters, and

then sample students attending the selected colleges;

The precision of .the sampling design could be, improved

by first strattfying colleges,by.such variableS as

size, type, and geographic lbcation and thin sampling

from each stratum. Within collegei,,the student

Ovulation could alto be stratified by year-in-school,

enrollment status sex, rape, and so on.

At times, samples can involve many stages. A recent

survey of*elementary School children first sampled

school districts, then elementaryochools within the

selected districts,-then classes within the selected

schools, then students within the selected

classrooms. .At every stage, the sample was stratified-

and weight1( to imprbve precision.

. Advantages: Multi-stage sampling introduces a great deal of

flexibility into sample design and makes. possible

sampling of populations for which there are no

complete lists of cases. It alio can incorporate the

ad'vantages Of stratification and clustering in a
4.-

)
single sample.

Disadvantiges: ----Multt-stagi sampling Introduces-greatcomplexities
into data analysis. Estimation of confidence

intervals for a multi-stage sample usually requires

knowledge pf advanced statistical procedures.

Examples:
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Examples:

Advantages:`

Disadvantages:

Opportunity Sampling

Opportunity sampling is the sele4ion of sample caSes

in a,haphazard way: The selector takes an opportunity

sample when he selects anyfcase he happens to run

_across for inclusion-in the sample.. w

Samples of the first twenty files in a cabinet of

studentsfinanciil aid recipients for review is an

.example of oPportunity sampling. A common version of

opportunity sampling is "Man-((in-the-street° interviews

conducted by television, radio and newspapers as an
r-informal measure of public opinion on current events.

OPortunity sampling is an easy-Sipple Selection

.method because it impUses no constraints on which

cases may be selected.
,

opportunity sampillg potentially introduces bias into

the sample because there is no Way 40*10.0tertain

that ;the sampled cases are truly reflective ,of the

30.0 populatiOnlample4

For example, Selection of the first twenty student

files in vcabinet May result in a sample iiMited to

recent aid reclpients. 9440-in-the-street'-intervieWs

conducted during working hoursmarelclude working

people. frog the sample.' Therefore,' the results -of

%a

opportunity sampling cannot provide the 'basis-for

objecti ojection of Sample results to the total

popula ion.
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Quota Sampling

iPi7

Definition: When a pre-specified number or quota of sample cases

are selected on an opportunity basis from the various

groups-or categories which compose the ,populatiall!

under study, the sample is called a quota sample.
.

quota stmple is a stratified opportunity sample,

611141401:

Disadvantages:

If( areseariher wished to ample the student'

populttion of a university, in 'which 30 percent were

freshmen; sophomoresjuniors and seniors each

dbmposed 20 percent of the students; and 10 percent

were graduate,students,-he might select the first: 30

freshmpn, 20 sophomores, 20 juhiors, 20 seniors and 10

graduate students leaving. the student union.

quota sampling increases theyipresentativeness of.

Sportunity settling: and thereby potentially'reduces

bits.

Quota sampling `rests. on the false4ssumpti-on that

membership din a category. automatically qualifies

t case to' represent all memberi of that

category. Quota sampling is subject to selection

bias and has'unknOwn.statisticil properties.

Therefore, the results of quota sampling cannot

provide the basis forobjective projection of

sample results to the total population,4

r

Th\
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SUMMRY

Choosing the Right Sample Design

There are no simple rules for choosing the optimal sample desigti that
apply in all circumstances. However, several basic guidelines can be
used. Simple ninth*, or systematic sampling are ay3st;effective.when
Complete listt.of the population exist anditthe researcher desires a
sampling design that lends itself to simple `analysis Stratified
sampling is advantageous *hen the researcher wishes to assure incliision
in the sample of certain subpopulations or to increase,the efficiency of
simple random sampling. ,Cluster sampling can save costs for personal
inter survey conducted over a wide area: or when complete population
lists are not available. Dollar unit sampling is advantageous viler,
auditing .a system of records containing many small and a few large
accounts. Sequential: and discovery tampling.are most useful when
investigating a population about which 'there is little advaoce.knowledge..

Ultimately study goalsYand resources dictate choice ofisample
design. The great variety of sample design choices penult tayloring- of a
iample to miny'different stud purposes and budgets.
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COMPUTING SAMPLE

STATISTICS

This Chapter contains a series of forms to aid in calqpltating a

variety of common sample statistics. %Form A is for.calculating the

estivate of the popUlation variance from a sample. Form 8 cah be used in

developing population.estimates from a Simple randoM sample and norm Q is

for determining minimum necessary sample sizes: Eaih of; the forms,

contains a step-bi=step procedure for calculating,these importani sample

statistics.

In addition to these hind calculation forms; two forms have been

provided for computing these statistics with a calculator. Form 0 shows

the procedure for using a calculator to determine population Variance,

and Form E, for developing populationAstimates. It should be noted: that

while a Calculatmr,can be used for all the sample statistics described In

this, manual, ,efficiencies can-be gained in its use for calculating

population varianecand population estimates.



FORM A

Estimating the Varian.* of a Population

STEP'

from a Sample (s2)

I (Xi g)2 Es Z )92,/n

(0-1) tnI)

A. How rnany caies are In the sample?

B Stibtract 1 from line

C. !auto variable a categorical variable (such
as sex or recipient/ nonrecipient) or a
continuous void:obis Much as income-
or age)?

0 Categorical Go to Step G

ous Continua with Step D

UNE
NUMBER

n (1)

J
n la

D. Calculate the numerator
the "sum pf squared deviadone

(Xi g)2 IX? (1X1)2/ n

Di Squirt, the value of finch sample cese
eind Burn the resufts

Xf+X14. *11 EXF - ,(3)

P2 ,Add the, values from all the cases in the
sample togethar

Xi + X2+ X3. X XXI (4)

03 Sware gne 4
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D4 Divide *la 4 by tine 1

D5 Subtract line 6 from tinge 3

rag

E. Calculate the estimate 'of the population
variance. Divkle Ono 7 by line 2

(IX )2/

I-

7.X1)2Inei

iIX1)1/n.

F How many Cases in the mom e are In the
category of Interest?

in-1)

(6)

+11.01.strr....mm.

Number o Cases in Category

(For example, If you em Interested in
estimating the variance of sex, how many
female. are there' in the sample? For
docotomous variables It makes no
difference which category is thcieen.)

IR (9)

G. Square line 9

.

H. Divide line 146y Ms 1

tract liner 11 from line 9

J. Divide line 12 by line 2

f f

ft/n au

f f2tnis

f f2/n I(Xit-R)2
opmmommimer

(ri 1) trt-14

(10)

(12)

(13)
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STEP

FORM B
Derloping Population Estimates A
from a Simple Random Sample

A. Basic Sample Information

Al How many cases are in the sample?

A2 How 'many cases are in the
\total population from MOO the sample
was drawn?

B. Ca masts the sample mean IR)

UNE
NUMBER,

n = (1)

81 Add the values for all:the cases in the
Simple together

xn!ft IA=

82 Divide tine 3 by line I

(2)

C. Calculate the estimate of the sampling
mean standard deviation

N n
n N

Cl Usirg form A, (Nictitate the estimated
sample variance

C2 Divide line 5.by line ,1

C3 Subtract line lffom line 2

C4 Divide-11re 7 by line 2

C5, rtilUitit3IY tine 6 bY line 8

ExinniTcal (4)

s2 s, (5)

(8)

N n (7)

N. n (8)
N

N (8)
N
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C6 s Takethe square root of line 9

D. Set the cronfidence level" confidence level
is defined on page to)

Determine the
table below

(10)

Confidence leve CL. ,J104t.m..00.1. (1 1 )

Z or "K" value from the

if n30 If n<30
fCL then Z= then IC=

80% 1.28 2.24
90% 1.64 '3.16
95% _ 1.96 4.44
99% , 2.55 10.00

Calculate the est ate of the
population 'total

N.X

Multiply line 2,_by line 4
I

G. Calculate the confidence interval of the
estimated populatie?n total' .4-- -

K or Zga, (12)

gtv N561* ..(13)

-P

Multiply line 2 by line 12 by tine 10 ,

If n30 CleigiNIZ.ZiNcy ,(14)
, OR

If n<30 Clio NKaRt (14) .

H. Calculate the upper bound of the
confidence interval

Add fine 14 and 13 44 CI gs (15)

MN,

II

'Am

39

45
P

PO



Calculate-the' lower bound of the
confidence interim!

Subtract *le 14 from Itne 13

J. lntsrpretfng the results.

Fill In the blanks In the sentence below.

z Ct ors

"On the basis at a sample aft cases, It
am/

percent confidence, the total value of
km 77

can be estlirsted with

for the population sampled falls between_

most &sly value
iht f3

0

r,

wilt* nano
with the

St* 15



FORM C

Determining Sample Sizes In)

STEP

A. le the variable to be sethhated a
categorical Variable (such as sex or
percentage of errors) or a continuous
variable (such as total Wilars expended or
avetage cost)?

UNE
NUMBER

1:3 Categorical variable - Go to Step H

Continuous variable Go to Step B

B. gastablish the avenage acceptable error.

(if, for =role, you wish to estimate the
image weight of students in a class of thirty
within two pounds write "2' on tine 1..
However, if you wish to estimate the total
weight of students in..the class within twelve
pounds, yoit must first calculate the average
acceptable error (E) by Olvidin9 the total

t* acceptable mu (TE) by the number of cases
in the population to be sarnpled. In this case
the average error would be:

IT'''''' 12
E lia 111'.""1111 A

14 30,

Write the result on line 1)

C. Set the "confidence level"

Confidence level al (2).

See Page .132for I- definition
of confidence level)

NIP

,

-



D. Determine tile "Z" value from theiable
below

If CL= than 2-
80% 123

s 90% 1.64
95% 1.96
99% .2.59

E. How many cases are there In the total
population from whith the sample Is to.,
be drawn?

43)
4

34)

F. Determine, the' estimated population
variance (a) (see page A4 lot a definition
of-varianozi)

& can be estimated from:

1. Past experience
2 P4ot study
3. If sampling from an approxiririately

normally dis'tr'ibuted population;
the vtiriance can roughly be
estimated as:

at
2

as -EL
25

where A is the range. The range
Is the highest value minus the
lowest value.

Clculate the minimum necessary
sample size.

nos NV. P.
Eli + Z252

(5)

42



Gi Square One 3

02 Multiply line 5 by line $

Multiply line 7 by line 4

G4 Square line i

GS Multiply line 9 by line 4

Add linee 10 ert.ct 7

437 -.4Divide Me 8 by One 11

Multiply line 3 by itself.

If line 12 Is iose thart 30; sample a
minimum of 30 cases

N. if the veriabio to im alele
categorical variable

Establish the proporgon acceptable error

(81

(7)

a2z2N (8)

(9)

ESN fa (10)

E2141 (11)

62- NZ2

E2N 62Z2

-(For example, -if you.** to estimate the --

Pr/Yak', of swims In class of thi,ty who
are female with .06 cw kesis ahor write .05 on
line U. However. ft you wish to' estktate the
IOW numb*. of students who ere female
*it* ti.lreeituchmts, You must flist4t)lculets

43

49

112)

4



the-proportkm accaptable ermr, F.; by dividing
the total acceptable by the nuMber of cases in
the population to be samled. In this case the
Pin -error wouki be

TE. 3..
N 30

Write the result on line 13)

Set the "confidence lever'

Confidence level # CI.

(See page 13 for a definition of confidence level)

J. Determine the "Z" value from the
table below

then Z 40

1.28
1.64
1.96
2.58

K. Determine the estimated population
percentage for the category to be
estimated.. )

4

P can be estimated fpm:

1. Pest experience
2. A pilot study

,3. Assumblg the "maximum
and setting P gi .6

L How many Cases ere there in the total
population from which the sample is to
be drawn?

116)

(17)

44



M. Ca leubts the rn nimurn necessary sample
else

n NZ . -P(1 P)

E2N+VP(1 P)

7 MI Squats line 15(Z2)
(Multiply HMO 15 by Itself)

M2 5ubtrsct line 18 :from 3

M3 Multiply line 16 by lins 19-

M4 Multiply line 18 by line 20

MS Multiply line 21 by line 17

M8 Square line 13

l k e t 7 Muftiply One 23 by line 17

Me Add lines 21 and 24

M9 Divide line 22 by line 25

.20Z201 , (18)

(19)
4

(20)P(1

z2.P(1 P)im

14rz2. P(1 P=IMPPIPMPIPP41010.

E2' N PaPPOP.kra*.PP.P.PPP(24)

E2N + Z2. P(1 P) '22 (25)

;NZ P(1

g2N + P(1 13)

If line 26 is less than 30, temple's
minirnum, of 30 "as

( 26)

frilarmalwalmisesiglemo.rowrommr.rorrmokr

51
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USING A CALCULATOR TO COMPUTF STANDARD SAMPLING STATISTICS
,

Forms 0 and E present a method of using

a hand calculator to compute population

eStimates from a sample. To use the

forms requires a hand calculator with

*wry, squarei and square-root keys

and which employs °standard algebraic

hi rarchn° i.e.-Isquares and

sq are-roots are performed as soon as

t4 appropriate keys 'are pressed, and

muhiplication and division are

*formed before addition and

subtraction. To test if your

calculator conforms t standai-d

algebraic hierarchy, press the

fol!owing keys:

D
If the display shows 13' the following forms are usable with your

calculator.

46



Using a Calculator to Compute
the Estimate Of the Population

Variance frpm a Sample I

Basic information

How many cases are there in the sample? n (1)

egm

xi

Computation

Display omntents

0 a Clear memove and display

XI Sums values of Xf in display and
. 'sum values Of Xi in memOry

X2 +4

x1+4+xl Continue for all cases

Sum of tie squared value of all

Sum of the values of all casflas
Write contents of display or line 2

Mo.



Foam E

Using a Calculotor. to Compute Population
Estimates from a Simple Random Sample'

Basic Information

How many cases ere there to the simple?

How many cases are there In
the population from wiiich the sample
was, drawn?

What is the estimated variance of
population sampled?
(Use form D to calculate the estirrateci
population variance)

What is the sum of the values for all
cow In tRe apple (Line 2 from forth 0)

Set the "confidence lever /
(confidence level is dialed on peas 13)

Confidence level to CI. As 15)

Determine the "2" or "K" vai a from the
table below , (

If.

ff n?..30
then Z=

if n<30
then Kyr

8014 , 1.28 2.24
90% 1.64 3.16
95% 1.96 4.44
99% 2.55 10.00

rn utation

Enter' -Press Ms la

K or Z=

Comments

Clear Memonf and Display
)

4,

( 6 )



Enter

(from
line 1)

(from
line 3)

, A

(frqm
line 1)

ZorK
(from
line 6)

from
line 4)

n
(from
line 1)

MC

Dispia;1 Comments

Finite population correction

ti

82 Sarnplirvia mean standardstendard
deviation

N Z 82

Mean sample value

en.

I

Estimate of population total
Entir contents of displegry bn line

4 ak m.

4 + N al Upper bound of confidence
intetval
Enter contents of display on line

4+1s1'.Z.tiyisig (si

41.

49

Lower bound of confidence interval
Enter contents of display on line 9

N Z.824g t9)



tin theR.Lsulte

RD in the blanks to die sentence below.

t
On the basis of. a sample of cases, it can ,be earnated:

ow 5

percent colgence, the total value of for the population
wribr ram

sarni:deil fallii. between ..........--, and with the moat likely value a

imp 7

4

50
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TO S.117VdENT. FINANCIAL Ald

This chapter contains three examples of the potent411 uses Of'

sampling statistics by,the Office of Student Financial Assistance.

Although the details of the examples are fictionalized, they are all

based on a combination of actual cases. The examples are designed to

both illustr4t.e-the 41pplication of statistical sampling in OSFA and to

address a range of potential'problems that could arise in those

applications.



EXAJLE 1:, REVIEW OF SEOG AWARDS AT UNIVERSITY A

A financial aid program review at University A revealed five
overawards in" the twenty-five SEOG awards, reviewed. As a%result, the
Department required that the Unsilersity either-conduct a complete audit
of their SEOG awards or perform its ova) stptistically sound and
representative- sample and project the resuts of the sample to the total
SEOG population during the period of the audit., The University. selected
the latter option and proposed a 10% simple random sample of the 1460
SEOG awards made during the period of the audit. In evaluating the
proposed sample the Department 'determined that the sample would have to
be sufficient to estimate the number ofoverawards within + 50 and the
amount of overawards + 50000, at a 95 percentconfidence level. To

determine v!hether the University's proposed sampliplan met these
criteria; POMP CIroat this manual was used. A copy of the completed form
with relevant comments is attached.

s.

4

1.



FORM C

Determining Sample Sizes (n)

A. Is the variable to be estin,atss1.
categorical variable (such as.sax or
Percentage of errors) or s continuous
variable (such as total Pollens exPencled or
average cost)?

-Citagorical variable - Go toStep H

Contiranaus viriable Go to Step 8

B. Establish the average acceptably error.

(ff, for aainnOls, you wis to estimate the
swigs weight of studente in a close of thirty
within two pounds write."2" on UM 1.
However. If you wish to epstirnate the rote/
vreight Ofatudentt in the Out tWeive
Mut* roe mat &it =Joule. di average .

ectogotedie wror (V *dividing the total
acceptable error naEi by the number of class
In the i +u nsobesiiniPied..itldso ue
the voile* iwrOt-Wotild be

IV 12

N 2CI

Write the result on line

C. -Set the 'confidence lever

4

UNE
NUMBER

4

Confidence 'twat st

(See page for s definition
of confidence level)

In this case, the sample
wilt be used to estimate
both the dollar amount of
overpayments, to continuous.
variable) .end the mailer- of
overparionts (a categorical
variable):

For such Multiple use
samples, the necessary
Sigigle size should be.
determined independently-
for each use and the
largest resulting `estimate
of attninker necessary apple
size used.

to this sxsoolo $ will
first' astfmeta the
ftedesSery semel# site
ntedad td determine the
number of SEGO oversivards.

01P

53 3181111VA

59
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G1 Square line 3

Multiply line 3 by itself. 22 (6)

G2 Multiply line.5 by line 6

S A

G3 (Mut** line 7 by line

a2z1N (8)

CA Square rule 1

191

a

GS feultiPly line 9 by tins 4

GB Add Ones 10 and 7

, G 7 Divide Una 8 by line 11

E2N

E2N+82Z2.

(10)

422

E2N+ 6222

If line 12 is less than 30; simple a
mininiurn of 30 cm*

H. If the variable to be admitted Is
totagoricad.veriabhs

Establish the pnsportfon acceptable error

1For eicarnple , if you with to estimate dva,
pmpothon of s dwtts In a clear of thirty who
ere female with .05 or less error write..05 on
Me 13. However, If you wish to estimate the
tore/ number of students who ars fangs
1.vithin three students, tou must first palmists

ti

`54

a-

'Sr

The level of acceptable
error was decited to be
SO overawards. To convert
this figure into proportion
acceptable error, the
following formula was used
E TE * 9 .034

11EIVIIVAY Adni isge



the pooportion error, E,,.`by dividing
thio total sede(noble by the number of =See in
the population to be io the case the
grocooriipilenor Would I*

E .10
N .30

. Write the result on foe 131

Set'the "confident* laver

Confidence levels, Cl.

(See page for definition of confidence lewd

J. Determine the "z- yte from the
table below

K. Determine the estimailid population 7

percentage for the category to he
estimated. MI

P can bit estimated franc

I. F'ist experience
2. A. pilot study
3. Assuming the "maximum valiance

end eetting.P f* .5

L Holy many oases are there in the total
population from which the sample is to
be drawn?

I

95% is the Coni depce level
se,ted by the Cieeat-teent.

Tice review found 5
,overewerp out gf 2$ files
reviewed, er overbards..

k 6 1
BEST COPY AVAILABLE



M. Calculate the minimum necessary sample

NZ2Pfl PInJ=1=MIds
, SIN Z2PI1 PI

Ml Swop lins15121)
iMultipty Met IS by toff)

NCI Subtraat Gne 18 fnxb
*0"

M3 Multiply fine 18 by tine 19

M4 Multiply an.' 18 by Ms 20

MS Mufti* Um 21 by One 17

Me Squint Ono 13

,Muitlp)y II by One 17

Add WM 21 et 24

me roop onim br limn

z,2-,220 3-$41 (.11)

..

i_Pai g (19)

/R/ou

P(1

NZ2. P(1

423

Eck- r07/10A1

\l^ 22- Pil

n
NV' PSI P1

ESN+ Pl I P)

If titN te too than 30. umpis 1
minktvon Of 30 Mem ,

'=1111.MIIIIIIMIPPIPOMPIN111.!'.1.4

56
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Therefore, the minimum sample size necessary to estimate the tot4l

number of overawards SO is 386. To determine the sample necessary, to

estimate the total amount of overawards 4. $50,000 the equation for

minimum kap.% size in Appendix B was used directly.

tl 2

2.2E N Z. a

Ih our example:

N 1460, the number of' SEOG awards during the period of the audit

E $50 otio w $34.25 the average acceptable tevel of error

1460

Z ?I 1.96 the Z value from Tdb 1e A.16 associated with a 95 percent

confiaboce level.

4



)

Data from the program review was used to estimate &2, the

population variance. The program review found overawards in the amounts

of'$1,000, $7:,: $449, $300, and $1,625, as well as 20 cases with-no

overawards. From Appendix' B, it was found that the sample based

estimate of the pop u1 at i n variance is:

A

xi

n

A

Is 1000 788 + 449 300 162 = 166048

E(x i -.x) (100 166 48)2 (788 166.48)2

1300 - 166.48)2 (1625 16648)2 +

20 (0 - 166 48 )2, 43090126.6

,

Substituting these values into the formula for sample; size, we obtain

\

$Z2

2
E

(1460) (1.96)2 (128754)

04.25)2(1460) + (1496)z (128755)

327

4

Therefore, to minimum sample necessary to estimate the total
. .

amount of overawards + $50,000 is 327. Because the/sample size necessary

to estimate to number of overawards was larger (386), the University was

required to sample-a ckitytim of 306 cases Instgad of the proposal sample

A of 146 cases.

1'

58,
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University A' conducted the required sample based audit and reported
the results in Table 5.1 to the Department.

TABLE 5.1 SEOG AUDIT AT UNIVERSITY A

Number Amount

No error found 346 $199,220
Overawards 23 14,623
Misting ,.affidavits 17 10 217

Total 386 224,060

'Sample
Error Rate Nui.er of Overawards (23). + Number Missing Affadivits (_17)

Sample size (386)
10.1S%

Net SEOG Awards During Period of Audit: $849,481.

Estimated University Liability $849,481, X 10.36%
(Net Awards) (Error Rate)\

.41

$88,006

The Depa;Iment rejected the estimate of total liability because the
University employed a faulty canputation.n*thod. ln. estimating
the University had calcUlated the error rate on the basis of number of
errors rather than dollar:Mount of errors. The correct error rate is:

Amount of Overawards + Amount of Misiini Affidavits, 11.09%sample total w)G

Therefore. estimated University liability is:

$849,481 X 11.09% $94,176.

YID

59
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EXAMPLE 2: BEOG APPLICANT QUALITY CONTROL STUDY

Statistical sampling was employed in a quality control study of HOG'

applicants because it offered a wide variety of advantages in the

analysis of the universe file of applicants containing over four million

records:

e Sampling involved substantial cost savings. In_advance, it was
estimated that the study woald require a minimum of thirty
computer reads of the application data. A single computer read
of the entire file cost approximately $20700. Therefore,
analysis of the entire universe file would cost a minimum of
$81,000. A sample of 20,000 appliations would cost $2,700 to
construct. However, after the-sample had been draw, each
additional computer read cost only $21 for a total study

. computer cost of $3,510 a savings of $77,490.

Sampling introduced only very minor error, FOr example, in
estimating the percent ,of applTcants attending public, 4-year,
institutions, the standard error of estimate was less than
three-tenths of one percent.

Sampling speeded .the completion of the Study. A complete read
of the ApplicatfOn File usually requires five hours of computer
time and has an average turn-around time of five-days using the
Departmentcs COMNET facilities. The data file containing a ,

sample of BEOG applications usually only required a few minutes
of computer time for each run and had a turn-around time of a
few hours.

Sampling allowed use of a wide range of statistical Packages
such As MS, SAS, OSIRIS'and BMOP wkich'are 'not practical for a
file the size of the BEOG Applicant File.

Sampling made poSsible a wider range of valves than would have
been possible if the entire file had been utilized. Given the'
high costs, long time lags; and limited statistical software
available, a population-based study could not realistically-have
explored as many topics as a sample-based study.

60 66



EXAMPLE 3: RENEW OF/ CWS AUDIT REPORT FROM UNIVERSITY B

The Department received an audit.report of CWS awards at University

Table 5.2 summarizes the.audit's findings.-
.

TABLE 5.2 AUDIT REPORT OF CWS WARDS AT UNIVERSITY B

Total amount of CWS awards duri the.petiod'of the Audit: $833,118
Number r-of CW5fAwards: r971

Simple RandomSample-Size: 55

NuMber:of.044aWards Identified: 6
k..

OS

Amount of
Error Number Overawards

Students engaging in profit- 2 $law
making activity for the institution 742

Students not maintaining satisfactory.
progress in their course of study

Students in default on a NDSL loan

Total

300
685
912

1.325

$5,148

The Department was concerned with whether the simple provided an

adequate basis for Projectinglotal University CWS overawards. Td this

end, Form B in this manual was used. The completed form with relevant

comments is attached.

5I



Foy B
))evelopIng Poptilation Esiirnates
From a Simple Random Sample

A.. Basic Sampfainforrnirtfort

Al .How merit( Cain ere in the sample?

A2 How mail, calve are in the
total pOpuletion from which tho sem*
woe drawn?

B. Calculate the ample snout ill)
V.

FINE
pufinum,

Not

81 Add the values for ell the cows in the
sample together

x;*".4+43*-4' xis."Ixi

82 Divide line 3 by linet4

Ur/ nallige

CalC14111. ttw eet1mste *f the semPantl
sin standard devlatitm

a_ /1.7
n N

-C1 thing form A, calculate the estimated
mimeo variance

Divide line Sty' rine 1

88 Subtract lino 1 from line 2

C4 Ovid, line '7 by line 2.

CS Multiply line 8 by WIG 8 ,

n

N n.
N n

512 ISze /Va. 6°30)

In this muscle we wt 11 forego, use
of Fore A and calculate the
varlets dltictli:

01 48.3 -* 93.6) 2

- 93.6)2

(3W - 91.6)2

685 - 93.6)2

,6)3

(1,326 - 93.6)2

49 " (0 ;93.6)2)

g550/4
/5$.4794)

n N

p

62

(4617445.2) 4 (54)

88508.24

a MOM



C6 Take the square root of One 9 n 1. 3- cm.

O. Set the "confidence laver tconfidence level
is defined on page

Confidence. level vo CL

Determine the 'T.; of "IC"-Value from the
table below

114

The °apartment used the most
commonly accepted cant idence level
of 95% to estimate total liability.

rteyV n<30
if Ma 014410Z,0 then I(

80% ., 1.28
90% 1.64
969k 1.96
99% 2.56

F.: Calculate the eetimaut of the
PdPilietion tot*

4' N it`

hiluitiplytine 2 by line 4 4*Nlov (13)

G. Calculate the confidence Interval of the
eallinsied pdpulationotel

Multiply line 2 by One 12 by Ilpe 10
ff n,30 CI oF N. Zaw. (014R)

If n<30 ClhlKagio ,11111 - flit}

2.24
3.16
4:44

10.00

K aim . 112/

a

H. Calculate the upper bound of the
alreralittellt

Add 'line 14 end 13

I.

+ CI
p

+ CI is/ CM

63
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Subtract fine 14 from One 13 4 /

J. Interpreting the results

RR in the bank* in the' sentence bioithe

"On the belie of a simple of cep s. it Gan b eetinated with

Perbent confidence, the total ieltle of 4/P/
;

and With thefr h on d Ws between

next likely vektelratgr.

A The resulting confidence interval is obviously very wide. The low limit

of the interval; $17099 it less than one.nintb of the high limit of

$163;771. Therefore, the Department determined that the audit sample was

an Insufficient basiitfor projecting total University liability.

64
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SUrfaRY
V

The three examples containedin this chapter represent only a small

fraction of potential statistical sampling applications in OSFA.

Nonetheless, taken together, the examples demonstrate that statistical

sampling can be very straightforward and need not involve overly coTplex

calculations. The many advantages of statistical sampling can be

reilized in a great diversity of situations through familiarity with the

haSio logic of sampling and a fewsiTple formylas.

r



APPENDIX A

INTRODUCTION TO SAMPLING STATISTICS

The statistics of sampling are presented in several different and

largely independent ways. This appendix is a short ktroduction to, and

explanation of, basic sampling statistics. Chapter 4, Computing Sample

Statiskics, contains a series of forms. to aid ih calculating a variety of

common sample statistics. Appendix B summarizes basic sampling formulas
g. and symbols; Tinally, for those who` would like a fuller explanation Of

sampling statistics or warearadvanced or specialized statistical

s\ information, Appendix C presents a short annotated' bibliography.

A

Al

4
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To introduce the statistics of Sampling we will consider Artificial

University-where:,thire Were only six student financial aid recipients In

1980. The results_of record review that included all six Clients are

presented in Table A.1.

TABLE A.1; FINANCIAL AID RECIPIENTS AT ARTIFICIAL UNIVERSITY

, SEOG SEOG NOSL

Student Award Eli ible

A $740. yes $ 100

B 800 no ,11500

C. 800 yes 300

D 672 no 1,500

E 800 no 100

,F 700 yes 1 am

Total SEOG Awards $4:512
Number of SEOG Overpayments .3

Total NDSL Awards $4,510

The informatiori.aboilt Aryfficial University will provide the basis

for our introduction to sampling statistics. _First, a set Of summary

measures for describing, population parameters will be presented. 'Tfipn_a.

series -of methods fdi estimatinithose Opuiation parametprn the basis

of data from simple randoM samples,will'iollow. A word of caution. is

required isere. THE METHODS .DESCRIBED BELOW. FOR PROJECTING SAMPLE RESULTS

TO- THE TOTAL POPULATION APPLY ONLY TO SIMPLE RANDOM'SAMPLES AND

SYSTEMAtIC;SAMPLES. Other sample designs, such as stratified cluster or.

_discovery sampling employ-different formulas.

TOTAL, POPULATION SIZE, MEAN, VARIANCE, STANDARD DEVIATION, AND

DISTRIBUTION

A primary use of statistics 15 to SUMMeilecompI4X-data-intd a few

.simple measures. The first step in summarizing data is to note how many,

cases'are in the population under review. The number of cases'in the

population is usually symbolized by a capital 'N'. For Artificial

Untversity (AU), N *6, since there are 6 financial aid_recfpients. A

A2



second common summary-measure is the population total. The population

total is usually symbolized by the Greek letterii (pronounced tou). The

by summing all the values of all the

values .are symbolized by 'xi'. The

in the population. can be by/

population total, 19, 'is calculated

cases. Individual. case
.

operation of summing all the cases

Exi

Z; the large Greek letter sigma means uthe sum of u. Therefore,

faan$ "the sum of all individtalcasts,u

xi xl 2 + *3 ......xN (the Nth; or last
case in the population)

In AU the total value of SEOG awards is:

,711 w 740 + 800 + 800 + 672 4:800 + 7Q0 45

The number of cases in the population and the pope ation total can be

combined to prqduce a third common summary measure; e meari or average.

The popuratioia.mean-ls symbolized .by the small Gree letter 'A '

(pronounced Wy/oof) and is calculatef by dividi the population total

( r) by the number of cases in the population (N thus:

For AU, the mean value of SEOG awards i

A m / 4512 ;752--r
-

Table A.2 summarizes SEOG awards and MIS loans atArtificial

University in terms of'number of cases, total .and mean.

TABLE A.2: SE08 D- AND ROL AT ARTIFICIAL UNIVERSITY

(A.1)

-SEOG

Number of Cases (N) 6
Total Awards (*) 4512
Mean Award (M) 752

NDSL

1
4510
751.67

A3.



Number of cases in a population, 'Population total and population mean -

are generally not, by themselves, sufficient to 'describe and adequately

summarize.the data under study. Table. A.2 reveals practically no

difference between these suMmary measures descriOng SEOG.and NDSL...

However, returning to Table ,A.1, we can gee that all SEOG award, am unts

are clustered between $672 and $800 Whereas,NDSL award amounts are much

more variable, ranging front$100 to $1,500. To represent this important

difference*a measure of d4spersion (or variability or spread) is also

.ndded. As the words "dispersion", "variability", and "spread" suggest,' 4

the measures that sumatlze this characteristic indicate the extent to

which individual cases are scattered aboutthe meet. i

-

The two most common measures of\dispersion employed in statistics-are

'variance' and 'standard deviation'. The variance.of k population is

represented by the symbol 'cr2 (small sigma squared), The variance of

a population is calculated by the formula:

E(xj u )

Where:

N

the variance

xi = values of.the individual cases

A = the mean value of the cases

N- the number of cases in-the population

The steps involved in the calculation'of the variance are:

(A.2)

1. The total value is computed (T).
2. . The mean value of the cases is computed (4).
3. The deviations of the individual award, amounts from the mean are

computed (xi ).

4. The deviations are squared then totaled

Oct-- -02-).
5. The sum of the squared deviations is divided by the number of

cases, 'N'.

Table A.3 illustrates calculation of the variance of SEOG awards In AU.,

.A4
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TABLE A.3 COMPUTATION OF THE 1 VARIANCE

2 3 4 5
SEOG Mean

Student Awardki) Award .(m) fxr 0.4)2

740

800"

0 672

. C 800

E 800

F 700

752 -12 144

752 , 48 2304

752 48 4
752 -80 0-6400

00752 .48 2304

762 -52 2704

1'041 * 4; .4512 E (Xi- g )2 10400

N 11'6

T- E xi w 4512

A w i 752

a2fa E (x

Ist

18 10400
si 1733

The variance of SEOG awards at AU is 1733,. This value represents the

average variability of squared dollars. To obtain a measure of

dispersion expressed In terms of the original values, we calculate the

standard deviation. the standarb deviaiiions which is symbolized by the

small Greek letter '0", it the squNare root of the variance. The-formula

for the standard deviation is:

a g/E(xi - 4)2

The standard deviation of SLOG awards at AU i$ $41.60, The much greeater

dispersion of NDSI. at AU is represented by a standard deviation of ""S611.

AS
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TO-this point the disuision has fotUsed exclusively on continuous

variabloa such as dollar *otintof 5E01. awards. However, statistics can

also be applied to categorical.attributes such ,.as program eligibility,

utich have no natural numeric values attached to them. The question

therefore arises as to how to calculate totals, means, standard

deviations, etc. for case attributes.' To give categories a mathematical

reprisentationl.cases.in the category of interest are mainly assigned

va100 of 1 and all other 40040 are assigned a WO of 0.

Categorical case.attributesP7can be summarized in terms of frequency

and proportion. At Artificiil UniverSity 3 students, or ,.6 of all

financial aid recipients, ark' SiOG eligible. Population-frequency will

be syMbeized-as a large 'F' and proportion:ofthe,population having a

certain attribute by i large 'P', Therefore, for SE00:01101bility at AU,

F*3 and Psfr5. Either frequemy or pro0ortiOn can be used to calmilate

population mean, variance and.standard deviation:

F requeney

E F

A* FYN

©2-F -F2./14

Proportion

1. N

P

a p (1 -

F /N

9EOG eligibility at AU, F m 3, P

iP

.5, 2 .2§ and .5.

(A.7)

One additional way data can be summarized is to graph its frequency

distribution. Table A.4 presents graphs of frequency distributions of

the data' contained.. in Table A.i. As Table A.4 shows, frequency

distributions can be shaped in many different ways.

For reasqns that will become clear below, sampling statistics make.

frequent use., of one particular type or shape of frequency distribution;

the normal distribution.
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TABLE A.4: FREQUENCY DISTRIBUTICfl OF STUDENT FINANCIAL AID RECIPIENTS. AT
ARTIFICIAL UNIVERSITY

SEOG Eli ibl

The formal distribution is a frequency distribution which is

bell-shaped. Table AS gives Offexample Of an approximately norr61

distribution. The results of a sample of the SAT math 'scores for\ 10 000

high school seniors are, graphed in terms of frequency of.test score.

Relative fi-equency of occurrence in a normal distribution is governed

by distance from the mean measured in standard deviations. In Table A.5 ---

68 percent'of the cases fall within one standard deviatiorLof_the-average

score of 506. Because, for the SAT math scores, the standard deviation

is 100 points, approximately 68 percent of the scores fall between 400

--and. 600. Similarly, approximately 9524-percent ef'the'cases fall within

two standard deviations of the mean and 94.f percent of the cases fill

117
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within three_ standard deviations. What is true of SAT math scores is
true of any normally (tistributed-variable. In any real situation a
distribution, at best, will be only approximately normally distributed.
However, in many situations, the approxinfation is vety close. Table A.6
giveS the percent of cases in terns of ii-sta+e from the mean for normal
distribution..

TABLE 1.6: NORMAL DISTRIBJTION

Distance frcm the Mean
Measured in

eercent of Standard Deviations
Cases values

so.00,
-60.00
70.00
80.00
90.00
95.00
98.00
99.00
99.90
99.99

.67
.84

1.04
1.28
1.65
1.96
2.33
2e67
3.30
3.90

To determine the 'range around the mean that,contains a certain
pre-specified percent, of cases, we use the following formula:

AMP

(A.8)

For example, if we wantedio know the range around the mean that

contained 95 percent of the SAT scores we wouldHlook up the Z value

, corresponding, to 95 percent, which is 1.96. We know that standard

deviation of SAT scores is 100 and the mean is 500. Substituting these
values into equation 48 we obtain:

*+

500 + 1.96 it 100

500 + 196

to 696

Therefore, 95 pei'ksten-t of the SAT scores fall between 304 696.

A8 N



POPULATION AND SYMBOLS
-,,

,To clearly distinguish between summary measures which describe a

population and those that dist.ribe a sample, differtni sets of symbols

are used to represent the two sets of measures. As indicated earlier, a)argiN is used to symbolize the size of the population. _A small_rf is

sed to symbolize the size of a sample. When a sample le statistfc- is used

to estimate a_population parameter a '

^' is placed over the symbol to

indicate that it is an estimate. For example, f, isthe symbol for an

estimate of the population total. Table A,7 summarizes the sytholism

used in sampling statistics.-

TABLE A.7: SAMPLING SYMBOLS

ilderramaommonooo
Staniar Measure

Population
S .'al

Sansle
S

Number of Cases

Total

Mean.(average)

'Variance

Standard'leviation

Frequency.

Proportfoi)

rc

sZ

f

p

A9



TABLE A. S. FUME OF NOWA 0ISTR1IllIlpll (SAT Math .Scores for I Savle of 10,000 High School Seniors)

Q

lid-

95-

90-

85-

00-

15-

70-

65-

60-

45-

40-

25-

zv-

I5-

10-

5

si
Sc ores

r 1

200 725 250 275 3p0 325 350 375 400 425 450 475 50 575 ,600 6 5 .650 6 I 100 725 750 175

AC,
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,ESTIMAT;,NGTlIE POPULATION MEAN
.

Although we knoW the mean value 4f SEOG grants at AU we will act as,
though, this v.alueis imknown.to us, and will estimate it-through simple
random sampling.. We begin with a sample size of 2. The number of cases.,
in a sample is represented by it.small 'n`. -In the population of 6 SEOG

...reCipiepts.it AU, there are 15 possible simple random'samples,= without
replacement, of 2 eases".each. Table A.8 lists, all _ possible samples.. of
twO situdents->in Column; 2. The. mean value of SEOG for each sample" is
list' d in cojionn 3... .

TABLE A.8: SgMFLES' OF SEOG RECIPIENTS: AT,AUt
(n52) -

:(I)

Sample
Number

(2)

Students

(3) (4) (5) (6)
Population

Sample Total Squared
Mean Eitimate Error of Error of
x x'N Estimate Estimate

1 AB
2 AC

AD
4
5

AE
AF

6 8C,.*..
7 BD.
8 BE-7
9 BF
10 ,. CD,
11 tE
12 'Cr
13 DE.
1,1 `-el OF -.

770 4620 324
770 = 4620 18 324
706 4236 -46 2116
770 4620 18. . 324
720 4320 -32 1024
800 4800 48 2304
,736 4416 -16 256
800 4800 48 2304
750 4500 21
736, 4416 -16 256
800
750

4800
4500'

48
2

2304
4,

736 4416 -16 256
686 4116 4356
750 , 4500 -2 4

752 4512 1071 1
AVEltAG

APIN17....,11mr

If we examine the 15 possib samples Ti?ted in Table lk,.8, we see
variation' in the result Samp e 6, for instance, has an average of 800, _

. 1 has an average of 686. However, computing' the average
of ,ir 'i , =pie we get a valdi of $752; the exact value of thei .
mean . . * idiot:. -This

%.

fact is of great inpor ante because-it
10,

All
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r
demonstrates that simple random sampling will on the average produce a

sample mean (R) which is Aqual to the population man (1.1,) Therefore we

can conclude that the sample mean is an unbiased estimate of the

population mean. ('Bias'. Is defined on page 1.1 )

ESTIMTING THE POPULATION TOTAL AND STANDARD DEVIATION

The sample mean can be used to calculate an estimate of the

populateon total-(column 4, Table.A.8) The appropriate formula i

TIE4N x

The ' over the #-/- indicates that It Is an estimate of the population

total. 8ecause.2 is An'tunbiased estimation of the population mean,

N -2 is an :iinb*te.ised estimator of the population total. This fact is
illustrated im column 4 of Table A.8. An estimate of the population

total Is calculated on the basis of each of the 15 Samples.. The mean

value Of the rulation total estimates is $4$12 the exact value of the

true poputation iotal.

The sample-based estimate of the standard deviation of the ,population

is _symbolized by a small :1s *. The formula for a continuous variable is,

(A.9)

Where:

Xi is an individual case value in the sample

is the mean of the sample

.n is the number of cases inhe sample

T e formula for s for'a categorical variable is,

Where: 1-4

11 is the frequency of the category- of intereie,

1 e

Al2

64

0 (A.10)
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The equations for s are identical to the equations for a with the

exception of the -1 in the denominator. Thg standard deviation of a

sample is, on the avers, less than the standard deviation of the

population and is therefore a biased estimator of the population standard

deviation without the corrective factor of luting 'n' by one.
I

STANDARD ERROR OF THE MEAN
J - 7

Although the sample mean 1s an unbiased estimator of the population

mean, as Table A.8 illustrates, there can be gre\at dispersion.Of.smxple

means. One measure of the accuracy of the sampling plan is the'mean

square error (MSE) of the estimates of the mean.

MSE (error of estimate)2/(number of samples) (A.12)

Returning to the data in Table A.8, the error of estimate for each sample

can be found in column 5 and the squared error of estimate in column 6.

Substituting these values into equation A.c2 we-obtain:

MSE w 16160/15 - 1077

To state the error of the estimite in terms of ipllars. rather than

squared dollars we take the square rootof.the MSE to produce the

standard error of the man; 1077 $32.82. The standard error of the

mean is a measure of the reiiability or precision, of a sampling plan.

The standard erroeof the mean is the standard driation of sample means

and symbolized by tail,

In actual practice we almost never have the dam necessary to

directly' calculate the standard error of the mean for a sampling

procedure. We usually do not know the true population-mean andAraw only

'one, not fifteen, samples. Therefore, an alternative method of

determining the reliability of a sampling procedure is needed.

,

Fortunately, the standard error of the mean can be estimated on the

basis of data from a 94ngle sample. For simple random sampling from a

.finite, population without (placement the formula for the

estimate of ai is:

A13
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Substituting the equation A.10 for 's' into the. equation we obtain;

a..
702

1 . N-n
x

p(xi -7)2
N-n

n(n-1): -r
When sampling front an infinite population or sampling with replacement
the formula for al can be simplified to

E(xi 5o2
R

n(rt-1)

For a sufficiently large sample (n a St tric- will be approximately,
normally distributed with mean of g. Th s mathematical fact, known as
the Central Limit Theorem, is _significant because it allows calculation
of confidence intervals on the basis-of know characteristics of the
normal distribution.

(A.16)

We know, front Table A.6 that 95 percent of the cases fall within
1.96. stantiard-cleviations of the distribution mean. Because the central

limit theorem states that the mean of the az dfStributiOn is we :can .

conclude that 95 percent of all sample means, xi will fall within
1.96 & 31 of the true population mean, g . In other words, "if -1000
samples of the same size were draw from a single population,
approximately 950 of the sample Means would fall within 1.96 & of the
population mean.

95 percent of the possible values of 3E fall within 1.96 6 of

then a will not be further than 1.96 &R- frbm 95 percent of the possible
values of x. This leads us :to tilt final step in our reasoning, the
pay-off: If we estimate 'a confidence interval of x 1.96 a g aild if
we construct a large number of such intervals,'-95 percent of the interval
estimates 'will include Therefore the cormxmly -used phrase: ' °at .95%

confidence."

A14



CONO5ENCE INTERVAL FOR THE MEAN

The formula for calculating the confidence interval for, the mean is:

a X ± z tx (A.17)

If we substitute equation A.15 for a into equation 4.17 we obthin:

Zlx
i

)2

n (n-1)
N.

(A 18)

The steps involved in the calculation of the confidence interval are:

1. The sari le mean (X) 9. computed

2. The standard-error of-fe mean isicomputed by:. .

2A The sum squared deviations-around the mean is computed

( E(x."- x)2, )

2B The dmianimator 0(n-i) is:coMputed
2C The 4Ifinite-population correction"

.N
is computed

,2p -The.results of steps 2A, 28, and 2Care substituted into

formula for A.15 and the-square'root taken.

The Z-value.1/'obtained from Table A.6.

The sample mean tql.thel value, and the standard error of mean

are substituted 'into the equation fOr the confidence interval.

Ateturnins to Artificial university records, we draw -a three-student

simple random sample of 5E08 recipients to estimate the average grant

'amount' of the populatiqp with a 95 percent confidence .level. From Table

A.1 the students selected are A, C, and D. Because we have.selected a 95

percent confidence level, from Table AA, Z11.96, "Table A.9 illustrates'

the. calculation of the confidence



TABLE A.9: EXAMPLE OF CALCULATING A CONFIDENCE INTERVAL

Sample SEOG

Students Awards

A 740
800

D 672

Its
1. x a 44 i . 740 + 800 + 700 2240 746.67

A

2.A E(x j - x 2

2.11

2.0

2.1)

(xi - x
n(n4)

(740 - 746.67)2.

1
N.R.

(BOO - 748.67)2

44.44 + 284.44 + 5575.11 8464

n(n4)
N-n

is

3

3(34)
6-3

11 312)

3

8464
6

6

.5

v 1410.67-.5

Z is. 1.96 (95% confidence level)

CI st- ,,+ fa-
x

(672 -746.67)

a

705 33 26.56

746.67 + 1.96 . 26.56 746.67 + 52.05

693.95 to 798.72

A16
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SMALL S4I4PLES

The confidence interval ,obtained does, indeed, include the true

population mean value of $752. Thi:result, however, must be attributed

to good luck leather than good statistics. As already indicated; the

estimation equations that were.employed assume a sample size of at least

thirty cases. For sample sizes ender thirty, the Central Limit Theorem

is not generally applicable. Tchebysheff's Theorem can be us an

alternative to the Central.Limit Theorem for making population estimates

on the basis of a small sample. Tchebysheff's Theorem states that at
o !

least (1-1/K2) of a set of measurements will lie within K standard

deviatUns of their mean. To .employ Tchebysheff's Theorem, simply

replace tRe 'Z'` value in equation A.17 with a 'K' value from Table A.10.

Thus, for a small sample, the equatiiin for estimating the confidence

interval becomes:

CIx * + K
3t (A.19)

To calculate the correct confidence interval for the sample of three

AU SEOG recipients, the same -steps as before; are performed, except in

thi; case Table A.10 is useeto obtain a 'K'' value rather than Table A.6

to obtain ak 'Z' value. The results of the computations are:

1

CI- x K /

= $746.67 + $118.72 or

$065.39. to $621.95

The results can be descri-bed as follows: 6,

"On the basis of ,a three-student .skimple random sample of Artificial

University SEOG recipients, it can be estimated, with 95 percent

confidence, the mean value of SEOG aWardS at AU falls between $627.95 and

$865.39 with the mast likely value '$746.67.'" "95 percent confidence"

means that if we were to folloW the same procedure, for drawing multiple :

Viree7-stu.deftt_ .samples of AU.SEOG.reciplents;..95.percent of the resulting.

'confidence intervals would contain the true population mean. Table All

A Verifies this result. Confidence interval estimates for average SEOG

4

mib

.A17
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awards at AU based on all possible three-student samples at 95' percent'
confidence are displayed. 10f the 20 confidence. intervals 19, .or 95
Percent contain the true mean of $752.

TABLE A.10: TCHEBYSHEFF S THEOREM

T Distance
From the .

'Mean (Measuied in
Percent Standard Deviations)of CasesK. Values

50.00

60.00

70.00

80.00

90.00

95.00

913 ,:b0

99.00

99.90

99.99

1.41,

1.58

1.83

2..24

1;16

4.47

7.07

10.00

31.62

100.00

1,NEIDENCE INTERVAL FOR. THE TOTAL

The confidence interval- for a sample-based estimate of th'e population
total is obtained by is simply multiplying the confidence' interval -for
the mean Clx.by N, the number of cases in the population: r - 0

CI N CIR (A.20) °

For n a 30: CI a N + -) + N

N Z Cr
X

4

30: CI ir N ( +.K ax)

CIS Nii+N. K. ai

Are



TABLE A.11 EXAMPLE/Of RELATION BETWEEN SAMPLE CONFIDENCE INTERVAL AND
POPULATION MEAN (Confidence interval estimates of average
SECA awards at AU based on three-case samples at 95%
confidence)

Sample

pEF

Cu

CBE

CDF

ODE

ODE

BCF

BCE

BCD

EAlt-

ADF

ACE

ACV

ACE

ACD

A9F

ADC

ASO

ABC

confidence
Interval

MoA"rd t 592 sit sit - 652un 92

tub

I*1 tit
732 752 772 792 012 832 862 872 892 912

,

ti

A19
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THE RELATION BETWEEN CONFIDgNCE INTERVAL AND CONFIDENCE LEVEL.

In the' equation for calculating confidence intervals for the mean,
ak (Formula A.17), a direct relationship can be seen between

the,confidence' level (as represented b$ it') and the confidence interval
*'(CI).. The iiigher the value the 'wider the 'Confidence interval. 'This

is the result of the coffoonse sisal fact that the more certain, we wish to`.
be that i.Ae-true population an falls- somegiere Ch the confidence

interval, the wider the interval must be. Table A.12 illustrates the
relatiOnship between Confidence intervals:and confidence levels. For the

etample given in the tablei:wi\th a sample size of 250 at 95 percent
confidence le4el, the'confidenie interval is +- 6.2 peeCent.: With a
higher-confidencelevel of 99 percdht, the confiderce interval grows to +
8.1 percelit.

MINIMUM NECESSARY SAMPLE SIZE

' Fora simple random lampli-drawn without replatement the formula for
determintng *mininkum necessary sample size is'

.

Where:

N z2 ti 2n

E N 14° Z

A.23).

mihiMum necessary sample size

Z a Z valve baied on desired confidence level. (See

Table A.7 to obtain appropriate' value.)
E 2 Acceptable average level of error of- estimate (Confidence,

Interval).
.i°._Estimate ofd population variance.

0 I

.As. an iliuStraiion, consider a quality control review of BEOG
appliCattans: The renewers wished to establish, at the 90 percent
confidence leirel, the average faMi-ly `intone of applicants within a .$300
confidence.intemal. The sample was be drawn frOm a data file which

,

contained approximately 6,00(4000 applications. From previous studies,
the reviewers eitiMated, the family income standard deviation at $9,000.
.yrans4at,ing these facts- into the proper, stat'Vtical notation:



TABLE A.12: EXAMPLES OF THE RELATION BETWEEN CONFIDENCE INTERVALS AND
CONFIDENCE LEVELS

(Confidence.level by confidence interval for various sample sizes for
a two - category variable with a 50/50 population distribution based on
.simple random sampling with replacement from a large population.)

A21



N 0 6,000,000 (The number of cases in the population sampled)

E = 300' (The acceptable average level of error of estimate)

= 1.65 (The Z value associated with a 90% confidence 'level

from Table A.7)

0 (9,000) = 81,000,000(Estimated variance of family
income)

Substituting thele values into equation A.19, obtain:

n o (6,000,00p) (1.65)2. (9,000)
2

(300)2 (6,000,000) (1.65).(9,0001

2450
I

THE RELATION BETWEEN SAMPLE SIZE AND POPULATION SIZE

Examination of equation A.23 for minimum necessary sample size .

reveal$ that there is 14 simple, direct relation be ween populatIon size

and necessary sample tize.: Therefore, it is not pos ible to determine'

necessary ample size as a' simple percept of the po lation. An

.illustration of the complex:relation'betwen,sample and population size is

contained in Table 013. In the case illustrated, for populations under

1,200 cases, the necessary sample size is directly related to populatio6

size. However, for large populations the "required sample size is almoit

completely independ4nt-Of the size of the pOpulat1P. Thus, in the

example, the sample size required for i Population'of-25,000 is .almost

tilua4toltmample size for a population of a YI000,000:

"This.resVit it of great importance.
it

In a-large population, the'

necesa6 sample size qependg pritharily on the.variability.of the

population and only a little on the7fraction of the population sample,

Many people intuitively feel, as an example, that a,10% sample of

population or200.isould yield much more precise .results than a .1% sample

Of:a population oflOa million. In fact,. as Table'A.13 demonstrates, the

exactiopposite is true. This helps explain the grlat costs savings -thit

...are.yoss.ible.usin9.iampliN with a large .populationt

PRACTICAL PROBLEMS 'IN DETERMINING SAMPLE SIZE

In many practical circumstances, all the information needed to

calculate minimum necessary sample size litnot readily available. When,

A22
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TABLE 4.13: E10401E OF RELATION BETrod NIIW MI NECESSARY SAW' SIZE AND PtPLLATION SIZE

Size 400 -

of

Sample 200-

of

00-

59-

_0 103 200 400 800

;..,..,.:,..

aa

I.

.1,600 3.200 5,400 12,800 fe5,600 51,200 10g4400 204,800 4090500 MAP

'Size of Population (NI
- nh,

(Required sample size for different 'population sizes for a tin category variable mith-50/$0 population attribution, 95 percent confidence
and + 3 percent confiAinCe interval.

5,

A r-

;

kti4k.ta.a.



tit .the number of cases inthe population, is unknown,. or when N is. very
large as in the example above, the forinula for minimum necessary sample.
size can be_simplified- to:

"

(A.24)

Returning to the previous example, and -substituting in the appropriate
values, we get:

n 11 (1.55)25) 2 0: ,000)2 Ix 2450 .

-
,1 I

1300)2

The solutigns to necessary sample size were identical for the two-`.
formulas. The results sivell by equation A.23 and equation A.24 will
diverge significantly onliy. when the sample size is 6% or greater of the
total population. 0

A compon situation is that the variance Of the population to Abe
sampled i s unknown. When this is the case, there are a °variety of-ways of

2.. 2estimatinqu , the population variance: t.
. , , , 41

a can be estimated onthe basis of previOus studies or past. 9

a

experienc0
4 r', - ,,

A small pilot sample can be drawn..to estimate 62
If sampling from an approximately normally distributed
population, 51, can be roughly estimated as

2 f B R2

5

Where R is the range. The range is the highest known iralue
minus the lowest known value.

Where the variable being studied Is cAtegorical,45.2 can be
estimated by assuming, the maximum variance and setting.6 2
.25.
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A third common problem in determining necessary sample size .arises in

situations where the acceptable error is defined in terms of estimating

the population total rather'than estimating the population mean. An
4a

example would be to estimate total aid Overpayments (mVe by an

institution) rather than average overpayment. Suppose/ari auditor wanted

to draw iv sample which would allow estimation of total SEOG clverpayments

(within a margin of error. of + $100,000) at a University having 7,500

SEOG recipients. To determine required sample ,size it wcnild first be _..

necessary to convert the total acceptable error into average acceptable

.--error by dividing the total acceptable error ($100,000) by the num6kr of,

\cases in the population. (N 7,600'5E0G recipients).

Thus:

E' (Total. acceptable error/N (Average acceptable error)

($100,000)/(7.000.) 2g $13.16

The resulting value can then be.employed in equation 4.23 to

establiSh minimum necessary saMple,size.

SELF-TESTING REVIEW

A.25)

Based on the data in Table A.12, complete the following exercises.

Ansiers can be foynd on: the following page.

TABLE A.14: CWS EARNINGS AT ARTIFICIAL UNIVERSITY

4

Student CWS iarnin s

A $ 470

8 750
0. 1 100
0 '120

590
600

1. 'computelhe population size (N), mean (u), totalAT), variance

. (02), and standard deviation.(:r).

2. On, the basis of a sample of students C, B and E, calculate the

sample mean (i), total (IP), variance (s2) and standard deviation (s).

A25
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. On the ,basis of a samplg_of_studenti D; .E, A, C, estimate the
popu .total ) and a confidence interval with:an 80 percent
confidence level. ,11

For a university with 375 C145'.recipients,-what is the necessary sample
size to estimate the populatio -mean + $60 at a 90. percent confi4ence
level avitunting a. population. sta aird deviation of N $29412?

c

/ 4,

A26
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4

ANSWERS TO SELF - TESTING REVIEW

1 N. 6

xi = 3630 lc $605.
N

T'.211 ZXi * $3630

E(xi - 2

er 294.32

Ex i '813.33

.
51'9750 86625ag

T= 10( at 2440

t
Z(11 111 136066.67 a 68033

2

so 260.83

CI Ni N K *a.

'Ai it confideke level of 80%; 02.24

N -6

Zxf 2280 570
72r."

ilE(xi
7,2 N -

M767411.

493800 .
L

14;12

CI 6 x 570 6 x 2.24 x 117.12

3420 4, 1674.07

$184$.93 to $4994.07

A27



n

rhere:

N .

P

2 la 1.65 at 90f confidepce

E - 60

cl a 194.32
2 e075) (1.65)2 294.,32)2

0)2 (375) 4 (1.65) (294.32)Z

* 56

1

A28
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AP4.11014 SMAINGIS1/16&SANO'KeiRLAS (Continued)

"(For Simple Random Samplin Without Replecement)
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APPENDIX R: SAID STAIN:N.5 INS reapittAs (Continued)
(Ear Staple Random Sampling Without Replacement)

Ninimun
Necessary *
Sample A

Size
IN outman or
very large)
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V.

BIBLIOGRAPHY,.

S

There are a large number of books and articles on sampling

statistics: For those wishing to take the next step beyond the materials

presented in this manual, Mendenhall (1976), Storim (1960)4 and Sanders

(1967) offer good treatments _of basic sampling on an ntari
,

mathematical level. Stuart (1962) covers the basic'; pts of sampling

in a' presentatiop with very little mathematics. An excellent short

prosentation of Stratified and cluster samples contained in Latewitz

( 1960. On an,intermediate.mathemeical level, Jessenr(1978) is a very

useful reference. Hansen (1953), Cochran (1967), and Kish (1965) are

valuable general books on statistical sampling which 'have, become standard

. refeences. 4olune II Of,Ransen contains the statistical der4vations of

most commpn fprmulas. For treatmentsof statistical sampling- 1

specifically related to the needs of auditors, see Arkin (1963) and

Deming (1960).
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Attributes

Bias

Central Limit Theoiem

Cluster Sampling

Confidence Interval.
Confidence Level

Confidence Omits

Discovery Sampling

Distribution-

'Dollar-Unit iampling-

Errdr, Sampling

Expioratory Samplin

-Frequencies

Interval Estiniation

Inierval Sampling'

Judgmental !Sampling

mian

Mein Square gror

Minimum Necessary Sample Site

Multi-stage Sampling

Multi-use Samples

Normal Distribution

Opportunity Sailing

Parameter

Point

Population

A6

11

AN*

'22
13 -14, AI5 -A16, A20-A21,

13-14

13-14

29430

A6-AS

26-27

10-13

29-30.

A6-A7

1344

23.

A3

A13

A20 422

31

53



apartlOn

Quota'Sampling

-Rand6m Number Tabli

Replacement

Sample Size

SamOing

Advantages.

,Disadvanta6es

Types of

Sampling Eri.or

Sampling Unit

Sequentiil Sampling

Simple Random Sampling

Small Samples

Standard Deviation

Standard Error of the Mean

Statistics

Stop. or Go Sampling

Stratified Sampling

Sotematic Sampling

Tchebysheff's Theorem

Variance

Z Values

INDEX (Continued)
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20
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